
Cerri 102 flying yacht with sundeck.    Abyacht.com 
Built 2018        Sales department 
Very Low hours       Jean Jacques Soete 
Asking 4,500,000 € vat not paid.    + 33 611 354 611 
Seller is flexible on the price     WhatsApp 
Trade in Possible 

Link to pictures:  ://photos.app.goo.gl/SmD3LNuSeRibQu6F7

This Cerri 31m boat built in GRP has very slender lines, combining the 
characteristics of a planing yacht with the sporty characteristics and high speed 
typical of large open yachts. 
The layout features a spacious open galley located on the main deck. This space is 
extremely bright thanks to the large glass surfaces in the living room that let in plenty 
of natural light, and the skylight above the central dining table, which can be shaded 
by an electrically operated liquid crystal film. 
On the lower deck, the four-cabin layout offers a VIP forward, two double guest 
cabins in between (a twin with pullman and a double) and the full-beam owner's suite 
located aft. On this area is also a day head. The lower deck hosts the crew 

Designed for family cruising, Cerry 102 has a flybridge of more than 23 m² equipped 
with an easily removable awning and ensuring great comfort thanks to an ice maker, 



a barbecue and a high-performance tailor-made refrigerator. Inside, a tropical air 
conditioning system (248,000 Btu) will ensure the ideal temperature at all times. 
On-board the Cerri 102 2018 the technologies also include a state-of-the-art 
home automation system that fully integrates the two MTU 16V2000 M96L 
engines, the modern steering system and everything on board utilities. 

Another particularity of this exceptional boat is its limited draft (1.20 m), allowing to 
move safely and quickly even in shallow waters. 
Cerri 102 can also rely on a 4.15 m Williams hydrojet tender. 

The sixth hull in the CCN 102’ Flyingsport series, M/Y FRANCESCA has 
interior styling from renowned designer Tommaso Spadolini 

The main deck aft is fitted with a stern sofa and raised dining table for outdoor 
relaxation and alfresco dining throughout the day. On the bow, there is a sun-exposed 
sun pad where multiple guests can sit together and socialise. 
On the flybridge, the awning can be removed to expose the 27m2 area to the 
sunshine, which provides an alfresco lounge with a barbeque, ice maker and a fridge. 
The Tommaso Spadolini combine sycamore and dark wood panelling with glass and 
satin metal accents. The deep colours in the wood are broken by vibrant fabric panels 
by Pierre Frey in the guest accommodation for an atmospheric and contemporary 
appearance 



Designed for the Owner, the main deck features a galley with extensive glazing for 
fantastic views and plenty of natural light, with a skylight is also placed above the 
central dining table. 

The 2 X MTU 16V2000 M96L engines will be capable of 40 knots. 

Designed to experience the sea in a unique setting, the 102 Flying Sport enhances all 
the characteristics of the line to which it belongs, judiciously combining the comfort 
of the flybridge with the sportiness and speed of open sport deck yachts. 
Thanks to the hydrodynamic characteristics of her hull, her ZF Searex 160S thrusters 
and her two MTU 16V2000 M96 L engines, the 102' Flying Sport can reach a 
cruising speed of over 32 knots and top speeds of 40 knots.  

The latest yacht in the Flying Sport "family" is distinguished by its slender lines and 
meets the expectations of all owners: refined style and impressive performance.           
Les options supplémentaires sont nombreuses en plus du pack d'options complet déjà 
inclus : 
- Electrical system adapted to American standard 
- New launching system for the tender 
- New rear hatch 
- Larger volumes in the VIP cabin and in the galley 
- Adoption of lithium batteries saves 1.3 tons 

- Système électrique adapté à la norme américaine 
- Nouveau système de mise à l'eau pour l'annexe 
- Nouvelle trappe arrière 
- Des volumes plus grand dans la cabine VIP et dans la cuisine 
- L'adoption de batteries au lithium permet d'économiser 1,3 tonnes 

Performance and Capabilities 

Cerri 102 has a top speed of 40.00 knots and a cruising speed of 33.00 knots. She is 
powered by 2 diesel engines 

Cerri 102/06 is a semi-custom motor yacht launched in 2018 by CCN, in Italy. 

It was true, deep love for the sea and for yachts that, in 1997, spurred Carlo Cerri to 
invest his huge experience as a successful businessman into building the world-class 
powerboat Cerri 28: limited size, a painstaking care for details, functionality, 
ergonomics, clean lines and finely-finished pleasant interiors were some of the keys 
to this motor boat’s huge success. 



Cerri 102 has a length of  31.1M, with a max draft of 1.20 M and a beam of 7.25 M.  
She has a gross tonnage of 155 tonnes. She has a deck material of teak. 
Cerri 102 has a GRP hull with a GRP superstructure. 
Her exterior design, naval architecture and interior design is by CCN. 

Model 

Cerri 102 is a semi-custom Cerri 102' Flyingsport model. 

Performance and Capabilities 

Francesca has a top speed of 40.00 knots and a cruising speed of 33.00 knots. She is 
powered by 2 diesel engines. 

Cerri 102 2018 Very low hours has a fuel capacity of 10,000 litres, and a water 
capacity of 2,000 litres. 

Accommodation 

Francesca accommodates up to 8 guests in 4 cabins. She also houses room for up to 
3 crew members. 

Other Specifications 

This Cerri 102 has a hull NB of 102/06. 

Specifications: 

Builder:  Cerri Cantieri Navali  ( Baglietto ) 
Built  :   2018 
GRP   : Hull and superstructure 
LOA : 31.10 M 
Beam : 7,25 M 
Draft : 1,26 M 
Light displacement : 84 Tons 
Full load :   98 Tons 
Gross Tonnage : 155 GT 
MTU 16V200096 L  1939 KW @2450 RPM 
Engine Hours : Portside 450 H, Starboard 450 H. 
Kolher generator X  2 
Generator hours: Port side : 1000 H Starboard : 1000 H 
Gear box : ZF 3070 
Reduction ratio : 1=2,773 



Propulsion : ZF serres 1 60S 
Propeller X 2  Surface 5 blades. 
Seakeeper 35 gyroscopic stabiliser. 
230.000 BTU cooling capacity Tropicalized air conditionning system. 
Hydraulic Bow & stern thruster. 
Headhunter Black water treatment. 
Idronet water maker. 
Headhunter black water treatment 
Max speed at half load displacement : 40 knots. 
Cruising speed at 90% MCR : 35 knots 
Range at 35 knots : 400 NM 
Guest 8 + 1 in 4 cabins 
Crew 3   in 2 cabins. 

Viewing with 4 days notice. 
Berth available in France, Italia, Spain and  Baleric islands, Croatia, Portugal, UK. 
Management. 
Charter : in France, Italia, Spain and  Baleric islands, Croatia, Portugal, UK. 

Also technical services ( urgent ) from Italy : Massimo Botturi  
Refitting, winter works:  
Abyacht/ Massimo Botturi : 
All technical services call : + 39 335 625 2289 

abyacht.com 
12 brokers in Europe.

http://abyacht.com

